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An easy to use, Eco Responsible Paint and Graffiti Remover that migrated through each layer of 
paint and breaks its bond with the surface. 

Hydroflex Graffiti Remove Pro Gel is gentle on the surface yet powerfully removes paint and  
graffiti with ease. 

Due to its unique technology, HydroFlex Graffiti Remove Pro Gel can be used safely on most surfac-
es including Metal, Glass, Stone and even on textiles (with care). 

Hydroflex Graffiti Remove Pro Gel can remove paint and Graffiti on almost all surfaces and an 
ideal solution for walls, concrete, tunnels buses, cars, trains, garage doors etc.  

Hydroflex Graffiti Remove Pro Gel can be used in industrial applications, in and around the home 
and also in the office etc. HydroFlex Graffiti Remove Pro is also available in a Pro Liquid  formulation 
for porous applications that require the product to penetrate into the surface. 

Coverage: 1 Litre approximately = 20m2 

 

Application 

Simply apply the Remover Pro Gel by brush onto the paint. Keep checking the area to agitate the 
gel into the paint. Do not allow the product to dry. After 15 minutes the area can be washed clean 
with a jet or hose to complete the treatment. If a second application is required the surface must 
be completely dry. 

 

Product Order Codes: 

HFX-GRPG200M 200ml  

HFX-GRPG5L  5 litres 

HFX-GRPG20L 20 litres 

 

General Product Properties 

Easy to Use 

Releases the bonding 

Layer by layer removal 

Powerful on paint, Gentle on the surface 

Quickly removes Graffiti without damage to the coating 

 

To protect surfaces against Graffiti attacks, we recommend our HydroFlex Graffiti Guard    products 
for porous and non-porous surfaces. These products protect the surface against attack and our  
HydroFlex Graffiti Remove Wipes or Liquid can simply wipe away any graffiti put on these          
protected surfaces. 
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